The Department of Medical and Molecular Sciences has an affiliation agreement with Arcadia University MMS-PA Program allowing up to 8 Medical Diagnostics Majors with a concentration in Pre-Physician Assistant per year to apply to Arcadia’s PA Program (Newark, DE) campus in March of their junior year. Criteria for provisional admission include:

- A minimum of 200 patient contact hours
- Overall GPA 3.5 or higher
- Pre-req GPA 3.5 or higher
- Taking at least 12 credits every fall and spring semester at UD
- Earning a C or higher in each pre-req course (BISC207, BISC208, BISC300 or MMSC270, CHEM213/215, CHEM214/216, PSYC100, STAT200, KAAP309, KAAP310, CHEM103 or CHEM107, CHEM104 or CHEM108); CHEM321/325 and CHEM322/326 and CHEM214 may be taken instead of CHEM213/215 and CHEM214/216 sequence
- Taking a 3-credit course in Abnormal or Developmental Psychology (can be taken senior year)
- Earning a 156 or higher on the GRE quantitative reasoning section
- Earning a 153 or higher on the GRE verbal reasoning section
- Earning a 4 or higher on the GRE analytical writing section
- Obtaining three letters of recommendation with one from a PA or MD
- Recommendation from the MMS-Pre PA Committee

Please contact Dr. Virginia Hughes for more information (vhughes@udel.edu)